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Abstract 
We use the Cuntz-Quillen formalism of X-complex to present a simple new approach to 
operations on cyclic homology. 
1. Introduction 
The Lie operations considered in this paper often arise as infinitesimal version of 
some globally defined operations. For example, to study variations of Hochschild or 
cyclic homology groups under deformations of the algebra structure of an algebra A, it 
is natural to consider the action of the second Hochschild cohomology H2(A,A) (where 
the infinitesimal of deformations live) on these theories. Similar considerations apply 
to homotopy invariance and the action of derivations. 
In general, one can consider these operations as a generalized theory of Lie deriva- 
tives along the lines of noncommutative geometry of Connes [l]: instead of a smooth 
manifold and tensor fields on it, one is dealing with a noncommutative associative al- 
gebra and its Hochschild or cyclic cochains, and instead of just vector fields one works 
with cocycles of arbitrary dimension in the differential graded Lie algebra (C*(A,A),G) 
which calculates the Hochschild cohomology H*(A, A). Definitions were proposed, 
along different lines, by Daletski et al. [5] and Getzler [lo]. 
In this paper, we present a simple new approach to these operations based on the 
Cuntz-Quillen notion of X-complex of (co-)algebras [2-41. The essence of our approach 
is the following. It is easy to see that the Lie algebra of coderivations of a coalgebra C 
acts on the X-complex of C. Now, if we apply this to the tensor coalgebra C = T(A) 
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then, after certain identifications, we obtain the desired Lie derivatives and, moreover, 
a Lie operation of H*(A,A) on the bivariant cyclic cohomology of A. One feature of 
our approach is the ease with which one can prove the necessary identities. 
It seems in order to go beyond algebras and study similar operations for more general 
algebraic gadgets, like operads, that appear in algebraic topology or string theory, an X- 
complex approach might be quite useful. We should also mention the new insight about 
the cyclic homology of A m-algebras (strongly homotopy algebras), obtained through 
this approach (see Section 6). 
A conjecture of Deligne [6], which is recently proved in [9], asserts that the complex 
of Hochschild cochains (C*(A,A), 6, U, [, 1) ( see Section 5) has the structure of a ho- 
motopy graded Poisson (or Gerstenhaber) algebra. More precisely, it is an algebra over 
a certain moduli space operad. It is quite plausible that the Lie derivative map L in 
Section 6, though not multiplicative, be nevertheless a map of homotopy algebras and 
hence can act on the cyclic complexes of both sides. Coupled with the Gelfand-Fuks 
construction of characteristic classes, this would give a construction of characteristic 
classes in bivariant cyclic cohomology. 
It is a pleasure to thank Joachim Cuntz and Christian Kassel for informative discus- 
sions. In particular, it was a suggestion of Kassel to write my original results [14] in 
the context of bivariant cyclic cohomology. 
2. Bivariant cyclic cohomology 
One idea behind bivariant cyclic theory is that it is a receptacle for a bivariant 
Connes-Chern character from bivariant K-theory (both topological and algebraic). Ac- 
cording to Kassel, however, bivariant cyclic cohomology was originaly defined to serve 
as operations on cyclic homology. Indeed, as we will see later on, natural operations 
defined by Hochschild cocycles live in bivariant cyclic groups. In this section, we 
briefly recall the Jones-Kassel bivariant cyclic theory from [2, 131. 
Recall that a d@rential graded S-module (an S-module for short), is a Z-graded 
chain complex (Q,d) equipped with a chain map S : Q - Q of degree -2. 
Given the S-modules Q and Q’, the corresponding mapping complex of interest 
HomB(Q, Q’) is defined as follows. Let Homi(Q, Q’) be the space of S-maps of degree 
k. That is, maps f : Q --+ Q’ of degree k and commuting with S. The differential on 
Homz(Q, Q’) is given by f H [d, f] = d o f - (- 1 )degf  o d. The bivariant cyclic 
cohomology of S-modules is then defined as 
HCk( Q, Q’) = HPk(Hom3( Q, Q’)). 
Note that the composition of S-maps defines a natural associative pairing of degree 
zero 
HC*(Q, Q’) 63 HC*(Q’, Q”) - HC*(Q, Q”). 
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Now let A be a non-unital algebra. We associate to A an S-module and thus define the 
bivariant cyclic cohomology of pairs of algebras in the following way. First recall the 
cyclic bicomplex of A [ 1, 16, 191, which is the following first quadrant bicomplex: 
h 
1 
41 bl 
I-I 
c2 - 
I-1 
c2 - c2 - 
b 
1 
-bj N b i 
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I-i I-1 
c---c, - c, - 
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where C, = A@‘“+’ and the operators b, b’, 1, and N are defined as follows (we use 
(as,. . . , a, ) to denote the elementary tensor a0 8 
n-l 
b(ao ,..., a,) = C(-l)‘(ao,.. .,aiai+l,...,% 
i=O 
n-l 
b’(ao ,...,Un)= C(-l)‘(Uo,...,UjUi+l,...,U, 
r=O 
4U0,. 9 an) = (-l)n(U,,Uo,...,U,-l) 
and N(C, = 1 +il+...+i.” . 
. . 8 a, in C,,): 
f(-l)“(a,ao,...,G-I), 
Let QA be the total complex of the above bicomplex. We have 
(QA In = co CE . . . CE c, 
Let the operator S : QA + QA be the natural projection which kills the last two factors. 
It is then clear that QA is an S-module associated to the non-unital algebra A. We can 
now define the bivariant cyclic cohomology of a pair of algebras as 
HC*(A,B) = ffC*(Q/i, QB>. 
This is a Z-graded vector space. The natural pairing introduced before defines an 
associative product 
HC*(A,B) @ HC*(B,C) - HC*(A, C). 
In particular, HC*(A,A) is a Z-graded associative algebra. 
3. The X-complex for coalgebras 
In this section we recall the Cuntz-Quillen notion of an X-complex [2-41 and the 
action of (co-)derivations on it. The X-complex is a Z/2.7!-graded complex assoc- 
iated to any (differential graded) algebra or coalgebra. Roughly speaking, it is a first 
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approximation to the de Rham complex in the noncommutative setting and has some 
remarkable functorial properties. 
It is an interesting problem to see if a similar notion can be defined for more 
general algebraic gadgets like triples or at least for operads. Here, we will particularly 
emphasize on coalgebras as in Quillen [17]. The reason for our interest in coalgebras 
is a basic result in [ 171 where it is shown that the X-complex of a free coalgebra 
is the fundamental periodic complex of cyclic homology (see also Section 4 of the 
present article). This provides us with a nice conceptual framework to study, with 
minimum calculations, the action of the Hochschild cohomology on various kinds of 
cyclic homology. The Cuntz-Quillen complex and its Cartan homotopy formula can 
also be used to get a Cartan homotopy formula for the action of the Lie algebra 
cochains of Hochschild cochains on bivariant cyclic complex. This is carried out by 
Zekri in [20] for the action of the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of 
derivations of an arbitrary algebra. 
Let C be a coalgebra over a field k with coproduct A : C + C @ C and counit 
q : C -+ k. Let M be a bicomodule over C with left and right coproducts Al : C -+ 
C @ M and A, : C -+ M @ C. The cocommutator subspace of M is defined by 
M’=Ker{A,-oA,:M-+C@M}. 
Where cr is the canonical operator which interchanges the two factors in a tensor 
product. We use 4 : M’ + M to denote the inclusion map. 
Let A be a linear space. A free bicomodule generated by A is a bicomodule of the 
form C@A@C with Al = A@ 1~3 1 and A, = 1 @I 18 A. The following two propositions 
are from [ 171. Note that the analogous results for algebras are obvious. 
Proposition 3.1. There is a one-one correspondence b tween linear maps h : M ---) A 
and bicomodule morphisms h” : M + C @A ~3 C, given by 
h’= (1 @h @ l)(A/ 8 l)A,, h = (r/ @ 1 @ q)h”. 
Proposition 3.2. There is a cunonical isomorphism A @I C Z (C @A @ C)’ relative to 
which the canonical injection ti becomes 
Next, recall that a coderivation is a linear map D : M + C, where M is a bicomodule 
over C, satisfying 
The bicomodule of universal codiferentials over a coalgebra C, is a bicomodule 
sZc with a coderivation 8 : s2’ + C which is universal. This means that any other 
coderivation D : M + C is induced by a unique bicomodule map from M to Qc. 
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Thus, for any bicomodule M over C, we have an isomorphism 
Coder(M, C) 2 Homc_c(M, Qc) (1) 
The construction of the universal codifferentials is dual to the construction of non- 
commutative differential forms. Thus one can use the dual of the H-complex [17]: 
0 + C A) C%2 A+ @3 - . (2) 
where At =A, ~l~==d~l-l~~l, ~l3=~t@l@l-l~d~l+l~l~~l ,etc.This 
is a sequence of free bicomodules and bicomodule morphisms which is exact because 
C has a counit. Define Qc = CokerA. We have an exact sequence 
,a 2 C% -r, QC L p3, 
(3) 
The universal coderivation 8 : 0’ ---f C is defined by i! = (q @?z 1 8 ~)a. 
Now we can define the X-complex of a coalgebra. For this let us apply the cocom- 
mutator subspace functor b, to (3). Using Proposition 3.2 to identify the cocommutator 
subspaces for CB2 and CB3, we obtain the commutative diagram 
Definition 3.1. The X-complex of a coalgebra C, to be denoted by X(C), is the fol- 
lowing periodic complex of period 2 
-----f C A fiC,” 2 C i 
where 8 = 8tl. 
Next, let us show that a coderivation D : C ---f C induces a chain map on X(C) 
(although this should be clear by functoriality, we give the details since they are 
needed later). To see this, define maps D, : C@’ + C@” by the formula D, = 
c;=, 1 @...@D~~I~~ . C$ 1, where in the i-th summand D is in the i-th position. We 
have A,D, = Dn+lAn+l for all n, which shows that D,, n > 1, define a chain map 
on the b’-complex (2). Passing to quotients, we obtain a map D’ : sZc - Qc and a 
commutative diagram 
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Now, if we apply the cocommutator subspace fimctor to the above diagram we obtain 
a commutative diagram 
C J!+ QC,h A.+ C@2 
and hence a chain map on X(C): 
We use 
LD :X(C) -X(C) 
to denote this chain map. 
Now, for any (graded) coalgebra C, the space of (graded) coderivations of C, de- 
noted by Codeu(C, C), is a (graded) Lie algebra under the (graded) bracket of coderiva- 
tions. The map 
Coder(C, C) - Hom(X(C),X(C)) 
is obviously a Lie algebra homomorphism. In the next two sections we show that if we 
apply this observation to the free coalgebra C = T(A), we obtain the desired action of 
the Hochschild cohomology H*(A,A) on the bivariant cyclic cohomology HC*(A,A). 
4. Free coalgebras 
Let C = T(A) = @,>o A@* be the free (or tensor) coalgebra of a linear space A. 
The coproduct is define&by 
d(at,..., an)= ~(al,...,ai)~(Ui+l,...,~~) 
i=O 
and the counit n is the projection onto the base field k. Note that A is of degree zero 
and C is indeed a graded coalgebra. 
Consider now the free bicomodule C@A @ C and the linear map d : C@A@ C - C, 
defined by 
a ((a,,. ..,ap--l)~aap~(ap+l,...,a,)) =(a~,...,a,). 
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One can easily check that 8 is a coderivation. Moreover, it is shown in [ 171 that 8 is 
indeed a universal coderivation, so that we have Qc G C @ A @ C. Using Proposition 
2, we can identify the cocommutator subspace of the comodule of codifferentials as 
Now, with these identifications, the maps 8 : Qc*h -+ C and /I : C 
X-complex of C are given by [ 171 
?(a, w(U~,...,U,))=~~(-l)““l’(rri,l,...,a,,a,l..,iii) 
and 
P(a I,..., a,)=(-1)“~‘a,@(a I,..., a,-,)-ut@(uz )..., a,). 
-+ sZc,’ in the 
Identifying al FJ (~2 ,..., a,) 2 (at,.. ., a,), we see that fi = I - 1 and 8 = N, where 
;I and N were introduced in Section 2. Thus, the X-complex of a free coalgebra is 
nothing but the fundamental periodic complex of cyclic homology 
We will also need explicit formulas for t3 : Qc,” - Qc and a” : RC --+ Cca3. They 
are given by the formulas [ 171 
8 ((a, >..., up-,)@uap@(up+, ,...> a,)) (4) 
=~<~p(Ul,...,U,)~(Uj+l...,U,)~(U,+l.....U,) 
,I-< m 5 0 
and 
h(Ul ~(Uz,...,U,))=~(-l)““-“(Ui+l,...,U,)~Ul @((az,...,Ui). (5) 
i=l 
In the following two propositions we derive explicit formulas for the action of a 
coderivation of a free coalgebra C on the X-complex of C. They generalize Propositions 
5.12 and 5.13 in [ 171 and we have adopted the method of proof used there. 
Proposition 4.1. Let D : C ---f C be a coderivution of degree -k, k 2 0. Then, the 
induced map on Qc is given by the formula 
D’i” = D(u, ,...,ap-l)~‘ap~‘(ap+l,...,an) 
+ c (-l)qul,..., ai)~D(uj+l,...,ui+l+k)~(uj+2+k,...,u,) 
p-k-cjck 
+(-l)kqa, ,... ,a,-~)~a,~D(a~+~,...,a,), 
lvhere < = (a 1 , ..,up-l)@ap@(ap+l,..., a,) E QC. 
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Proof. Recall the commutative diagram (1). Using formula (4) for a”, we have 
8D’t = D& = D3 
I 
c (al,..., aj)~(“j+l,...,a,)~(a,+I,...,a,) 
olj<p 
iden 
= C {D(~l,...,~j)~(~j+l,...,~,)~(u,+~,...,u,) 
Wj< P 
p<m<o 
+(-l)kj(~~,.~~,Uj)~D(Uj+l,...,a,)~(a,+l,...,a,) 
To find 0’5, we apply the left inverse to a” given by I CC n @ 1 : CB3 - C @A @ C, 
where fl is the projection onto A. Thus, the only nonzero contributions to 0’4 come 
from the following choice of indices: in the first sum j = p - 1, m = p; in the second 
sump-k<j<p,m=j+kandinthelastsumj=p-l,m=p.Thesetogether 
give us the formula for 0’5. 0 
Proposition 4.2. Let D : C ---f C be a coderivution of degree -k, k > 0. Then, the 
induced map on SZC,’ is given by the formulu 
D”;f= D(~I,...,~~+I)~(~~+~,...,~~) 
+(-l)%, @D(u~,...,u,) 
+~(-l)j’n-“D(u,-j+I,...,U~+,-,i) C3 (Uk+2-. ,,...)un-j) > 
j=I 
where i” = al @ (a~, . . . , a,) E CFt. 
Proof. Recall the commutative diagrams ( 1) and (2). We have, using formula (5) for h, 
hD”[ = D’tlt = D’ 
i - 
c (-l)‘(“-‘)(uj+t ,..., a,) 8 u, @ (u2,. . .,4) 
I 
, 
I~i<n 
where D’ is given by the previous proposition. To find D”[, we apply the left inverse 
to b given by y@ 1~3 1 : Cs8A@C -+ ABC, where q : C + is the counit. We see that 
among the 3 types of terms in the formula for D’, the first term has no contribution, 
the second term contributes only when 1 < i < k and the last term contributes only 
when p = 1, i.e. when i = n. These together give us the formula in the statement. 0 
If we identify at @ (u2,.. .,a,) G (a,,. . ., a,), the above formula for D” reads as 
follows: 
D”~=D(~~,~..,~~)+~(-l)j’~~‘)(D(u~-j+~,...,u~+~-j),...u~-j) 
j=l 
where 4 = (a,,...,~,). 
(6) 
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It is easy to characterize the coderivations of a free coalgebra C = Z’(A). Indeed, if 
in (1) we put C = M = T(A), we obtain linear isomorphisms 
Coder(C,C) E a&c,c @A @C)” Hom(C,A), 
where for the last equality we have used Proposition 3.1. Thus, we have a linear 
isomorphism 
D : Hom(C, A) - Coder(C, C) 
where a cochain f : A@ck+‘) - A, regarded as an element of Hom(C, A) of degree 
-k, is sent to a coderivation Df of degree -k, defined by 
A straightforward calculation shows that 
n-k 
D/(Q,..., a,) = c (-l)k,‘-‘)(a,,..., f(a 1,..., ai+k),...>an). (7) 
i=l 
Note that the sign rule for tensor product of graded operators is used. 
We use Lf (and not Dl;) to denote the operator induced by Df on !%‘. Thus, using 
(6) we have 
n-k 
(8) 
This is the formula obtained by Getzler [lo, Theorem 2.21, via a different method, and 
has been called the Lie derivative associated to f. 
5. Hochschild cohomology revisited 
One merit of our X-complex approach is the new light it sheds on the Hochschild 
cohomology H*(A,A) and its Lie algebra structure. Let A be an algebra and C = T(A) 
the tensor coalgebra of the linear space A. 
The standard complex that calculates H*(A,A) is (C*(A,A), 6) where, for n > 0, 
C”(A,A) is the space of linear maps f : A@’ - A and 6 : C”(A,A) - C”+‘(A,A) 
is the Hochschild coboundary defined by 
df(Ul,. ..,a,+,) = ulf(us,...,a,+,)+~(-l)‘f(ul,-..,uiu,+l,...,a,+l) 
i=l 
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Note that C”(A,A) = Horn’-“(CA). In [7], Gerstenhaber has defined a graded Lie 
algebra bracket on the suspension CC*(A,A) (and hence on Hom(C,A)), compatible 
with the differential 6. One defines, with f E Ckf’(A,A) and g E Ck’+‘(A,A), 
[f,sl = fog - (-l>kk’gof 
where 
kfl 
Now, o is not associative. Nevertheless, it is shown in [7], with some work, that 
(CC*GMh~,Ll) d’ff 1s a I erential graded Lie algebra. This is, however, a consequence 
of the following proposition (this is also independently observed by Stasheff [ 181). 
Proposition 5.1. The linear isomorphism 
D : Hom(C,A) + Coder(C, C) 
preserves the bracket. 
Proof. With f and g as above, we have to show DLf,(ll = [Df,D,]. Since both sides 
are coderivations of degree -(k + k’), suffices to check the equality on elements of 
the form (al,. . . , a,++k’+l ). We have 
P~-,Dyl(al>. . > ak+k'+l > 
= f(Dg(a~,..., ak+k,+l>)-(-l)kk'g(Df(al,...,ak+kf+l>) 
= [f,gl(Ql,. ., ak+k'+l) 
=D[f,yl(a~,...,ak+k’+l). q 
One has Sf = [m, f 1, where m : A@’ -+ A is the multiplication of A. Using the 
Jacobi identity, we obtain S[f,g] = [Sf,g] +(-l)d”sf[f, Sg], i.e. 6 is a Lie derivation. 
Also, the Jacobi identity and m o m = 0 (associativity of the multiplication), combined 
together, show that d2 = 0. We need an extra piece of structure on C*(A,A). The cup 
product of cochains f E Ck(A,A) and g E Ck’(A,A) is defined by 
fugCal,. . , ak+k’ > = f (aI ,...,ak)g(ak+l,...,ak+kf) 
The cup product descends to a super-commutative associative product on H*(A,A). 
For example, let A = C”(M) be the algebra of smooth functions on a smooth mani 
fold M. By Connes’ projective resolution [l], the (continuous version of) Hochschild 
cohomology H*(A,A) is canonically isomorphic to the space of polyvector fields 
C03(A(TM)) on M (see also [12] for the purely algebraic case). Indeed there is a 
canonical map 
P(A(TM)) - C*(A,A) 
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defined by 
X, A...r\X, HX, U...UX, 
which induces this isomorphism. Here we have identified a vector field X with the 
corresponding derivation X : A - A. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that under 
this isomorphism the Schoutrn bracket on polyvector fields (cf., e.g. [S]) 
[X, A...AX,,Y, A.../IY,] 
= (_])‘“-‘“VU C(-l)‘+j[&, Yj] AXI A ” A ij A...X,AY,A.../I Y,A...Y, 
coincides with the bracket on Hochschild cohomology. 
6. Operations on cyclic homology 
Now let A be a non-unital algebra. By opmztions on the cyclic homology of A we 
mean a map of Lie super-algebras 
H*(A, A) + HC*(A,A) (9) 
extending the action of derivations on cyclic homology. To construct this map recall 
the chain maps 
Hom(C,A) i Coder(C,C) - Hom(X(C),X(C)) 
and 
Hom(X(C),X(C)) - ~oWs(Q4, Q/l) 
Combining the two maps will give us a chain map 
Hom(C,A) - Ho~(QA,QA) 
which induces (9). 
The explicit formulas for this map are as follows. For each cochain .f : Aa3(X+‘) + 
A, k > 0, we have defined two maps L., and D,j : C,(A) -+ C*_k(A), via formulas 
(7) and (8). In particular we have b = L, and b’ = D,, where m : AB2 - A is the 
multiplication of A. These operations satisfy the identities 
[Lf~L,l = L[f.,Yb 
[D/ ‘41 = D[.f..sl, 
(1 - I)D, = Lj(1 -A), (10) 
DfN = NL.f. 
It follows that a Hochschild cocycle of dimension k+ 1 defines a chain map of bidegree 
(0, -k) on the cyclic bicomplex of A, where it acts by Lf on even columns and by 
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D,f on odd columns. Moreover, this action is compatible with the graded Lie algebra 
structure of Hochschild cochains. 
Let us look at an example which will clarify the meaning of this operation in the 
commutative case. So, let A be the algebra of smooth functions on a manifold M. The 
bivariant cyclic groups of A are calculated in [ 131 as 
GE n Hom(dS2P(M),H,P,--“(M)) 
P>O 
CE n Hom(S2P(M),dSZP~“_‘(M)). 
Pa 
Each polyvector field X E IY~(TM) defines, via the Schouten bracket, a map Lx : 
C”(A*(TM)) - C”(r\*+“-‘(TM)), sending Y H [X, Y]. Dualizing, we get a map 
Lx : L?*(M) + Q*-k+’ (AI). It is not difficult to check that the operations in the 
commutative case are induced, in appropriate dimensions, by LX. 
Finally, we turn to the (6,B) bicomplex and the action of Hochschild cochains on 
it. First, recall that Connes’ (b,B) bicomplex of a unital algebra A, denoted by .#(A). 
is defined by [l] 
g,JA) = C,_,(A) n,m E Z 
The horizontal (resp. vertical) differentials are given by b (resp. B). Here 
B = (1 - 2)sN : C,(A) + C,,+,(A) 
is Connes’ coboundary operator. The operator s : C,(A) - C,,+l(A) is defined by 
s(ao, +. > a,,) = (l,~o,...,~,). 
Lemma 6.1. Let f : A@(kS.‘) + A be such thut f (l,at,. . .,uk) = 0 jkr ull a; in A. 
Then [s, D,t] = 0. 
Proof. This is a straightforward computation. 0 
Corollary 6.1. Let f be us in the ubme lerwm. Then [B, L ,] = 0 
Proof. Using relations (10) and the above lemma, we have 
BL, =(I - i)sNL, = (1 - k).QfN = (-l)“(l - i.)D,sN 
=(-l)kLr(l - i,)sN = (-l)“LfB. 
Thus [B, Lf] = 0. Note that f need not be a cocycle. 0 
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It follows that the map f H Lf defines a Lie action of the normalized cochains 
(~~*w),~,Ll~ on the (b,B) bicomplex. 
Remark. In [ll], Getzler and Jones extend the operators b and B to Am-algebras 
and thus define the Hochschild and cyclic homology of such objects. The above results 
suggest the following alternative approach. First recall that [l l] an AX-algebra structure 
on a graded vector space A = @i>oAi, is a coderivation D : T(A) -+ T(A) of degree 
- 1 such that D2 = 0. By Proposition 3.1, there is a cochain m E Hom(T(A), A) such 
that D = D,. Let now D, act on X(T(A)) and let L, : Qr(A)-t g A@ T(A) - !STcA).’ 
be the map induced by D,. We leave it to the interested reader to check that L, is 
indeed equal to the operator b defined in [ 111. Moreover, Li = 0 follows from D:l = 0 
and the commutation relations in the chain map 
(&,L,) :X(W)) --X(W)) 
gives the analogue of the cyclic bicomplex for A m-algebras. Finally, when A is unital, 
we can define the operator B by the usual formula B = (1 - i.)sN. The relations B2 = 0 
and [b, B] = 0 follow from the commutative diagram (3) and thus one obtains a (b, B) 
bicomplex for an Am-algebra as in [ 111. 
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